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Organizations are under pressure to provide answers quickly, all while experiencing unpredicted 
spikes in demand for support and services. Conversational AI can help businesses remain agile by 
increasing service availability, reducing costs and improving employee productivity.

ABOUT IBM WATSON ASSISTANT
Watson Assistant is an AI chatbot that lets you build, train, and deploy conversational interactions 
into any application, device, or channel. It knows when to search for an answer from a knowledge 
base, when to ask for clarity and when to direct users to a human.

3. Assist your agents as they work1. Encourage your customers to self-serve faster

2. Help your employees to self-serve

3 EASY WAYS TO GET STARTED:

TRANSFORM YOUR 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
WITH WATSON AI

Support employees 24/7 by providing AI powered 
automated assistance through web/mobile or voice 
channels.

Provide AI powered automated assistance to customers 
through web/mobile or voice channels.

Enable human agents to better handle 
customer inquiries. Watson Assistant can 
even listen and suggest.

“CHATBOTS WILL SAVE 
BUSINESSES MORE THAN $8 
BILLION PER YEAR BY 2022”
https://www.juniperresearch.com/

Watson Assistant Skills

Customer, Expert,
 Employee Channel Resolution

Search AgentDialog



ABOUT NEWCOMP ANALYTIC S
Newcomp Analytics is a world-class analytics team specialized in consulting and 
development at the highest level. Our simple formula will help you win with data: de�ne the 
goal, �nd the gaps, then match you with the right people, processes, and tools to get there – 
while coaching you the entire way.

(888) 892-4276info@newcomp.com www.newcomp.com

Newcomp’s data science team has helped many clients build their 
very own chat experience with Watson Assistant. We’ll work with 
your team to understand your goals and build and train your AI 
assistant to achieve them.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
This bundle includes the following:

• Requirements gathering to ensure the project meets your goals
• Customization of the Assistant to match your branding

This bundle excludes the following:
• No integration to systems other than those on a website (additional sources may be added at an additional cost)
• Bundle includes English Language only (others are available at an additional cost)
• Formal Project Management (we encourage you to provide your own PM)
• This bundle cannot be used in conjunction with any other existing agreement with Newcomp Analytics
• Pricing subject to change. Offer valid until December 31st, 2020

GET STARTED WITH
NEWCOMP ANALYTIC S

We took this experience and used it to design a work�ow to get 
your chatbot up and running in as little as 15 days. From widget 
development to integration, testing, and team training – it's all in 
one package. Newcomp's Watson Assistant Bundle makes it easy 
for anyone to get started with your own AI chatbot.

$22,000 (CAD)
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NEWCOMP WATSON ASSISTANT BUNDLE

Subscription to Watson Assistant Plus for 1 year (cloud only)

Up to 15 days of Expert Implementation Assistance

Formal training for one day for up to four students

>>

>>

>>

This limited-time o�er includes the following:  
plus applicable taxes

https://newcomp.com/contact/
https://newcomp.com/course/?eventtemplate=391-n0iwa-introduction-to-ibm-watson-assistant

